April 10, 2017
DELIVERED VIA EMAIL
Dear Chairman Beruff and Commissioners:
We are writing to share some concerns about how the Constitution Revision Commission
process is being handled. These issues include:
• Orchestration of public meetings;
• Lack of information to the public about your plans for adopting rules; and
• Lack of public information about the schedule pursuant to which the CRC intends to do its
work.
With the hope of convincing you to change practices at this week’s Tallahassee public hearing,
we begin with the process you have used for recognizing members of the public at the Orlando,
Miami and Boca Raton hearings. Although you have announced that speakers will be called in
the order they sign in, it is obvious to those of us who were present and those watching the live
stream that sign in time was not always determinative of speaker order. The earlier arriving
speakers who tried to call this inequity to your attention were rudely rebuffed.
The most glaring example was in Boca Raton, when five of the first seven speakers, all speaking
on the same topic, had their opportunity to speak well before dozens who had arrived ahead of
them. We have personally confirmed with a number of speakers that they arrived early to turn
in their speaker cards only to watch as other later arriving members of the public spoke first.
Whether accidental or intentional, the resulting stacking of speakers creates a public perception
that the process is biased. We hope that this practice will not be repeated this Wednesday in
Tallahassee. We suggest that some sort of “take a number” system be used at the Tallahassee
hearing and all future hearings to allay these concerns
We also have grave concerns about the fact that the CRC is moving forward in its work without
a published 2017-2018 schedule. This lack of information puts the public – and the
Commissioners – in a position of being whipsawed by having to react to last minute
announcements of meeting or hearing dates without sufficient notice to adequately prepare.
While the intent to schedule future meetings has been mentioned in passing, no specifics have
been formally announced. In a letter to Commissioners dated March 24, 2017, the Chair
mentioned possible public hearing dates in April and May. These dates have not been
announced to the public, nor is there any reference to them on the CRC website. This raises
questions: Has there been any subsequent communication to Commissioners? Why is the March

24 letter not on the website? Shouldn’t all such communications be immediately posted on the
CRC website? Why has no schedule for the entire process been announced?
Our gravest concern, however, is that the Commission is operating without rules and has not
provided the public with any information about how it intends to go about adopting rules. In
that March 24 letter to Commissioners, the Chair set out a process for forming a Rules
Committee and adopting rules. To our knowledge this process has not been communicated to
the public. This raises the following questions:
• Has the Rules Committee been formed?
• Who are the members?
• Have any meetings been held or scheduled?
• Why has this letter and the process it sets out not been announced to the public?
• If meetings have been scheduled, when and where will they be held?
• Will the public have reasonable notice of these meetings and access to them?
• Will they be live streamed?
• What is the schedule for adopting the rules?
• What is the process for the full CRC to adopt the rules?
We urge you to adopt rules and make those rules and a full 2017-2018 schedule available
to the public before you continue your work after Wednesday’s hearing. Having rules in
place – along with a demonstrated commitment to following them – will go a long way toward
giving Florida citizens confidence in this process.
On behalf of Floridians who deeply care about the important work of this Constitution Revision
Commission, we thank you for your service and for taking action to allay our concerns.
Sincerely,
Howard Simon, Executive Director
Kirk Bailey, Political Director
American Civil Liberties Union of Florida
Andy Madtes, Executive Director
AFSCME Florida
Laura Goodhue, Executive Director
Florida Alliance of Planned Parenthood
Affiliates
Joanne McCall, President
Florida Education Association
Liza McClenaghan, Chair
Common Cause Florida

Please contact Lisa Hall with any questions:
lisa@hallmediastrategies.com
850-508-7782
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